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A thriving and peaceful democracy requires an informed and engaged citizenry, but such citizenship must be learned. Educators around the globe are facing challenges in teaching politics in an era in which populist values are on the rise, authoritarian governance is legitimized, and core democratic tenets are regularly undermined by leaders and citizens alike. To combat anti-democratic outcomes
and citizens' apathy, Teaching Civic Engagement Globally provides a wide range of pedagogical tools to help the current generation learn to effectively navigate debates and lead changes in local, national, and global politics. Contributors discuss key theoretical discussions and challenges regarding global civic engagement education, highlight successful evidence-based pedagogical approaches,
and review effective ways to reach across disciplines and the global education community. Most importantly, the book provides tangible steps to link democratic education research with action that reflects contemporary global circumstances.
StudentWorksTM Plus CD-ROM combines the complete interactive Student Edition with a page-by-page audio reading of the text so students can both listen and read the book at the same time. Also included are all of the student worksheets and Spanish audio summaries.
Civics Now is a program that all teachers will be able to successfully deliver regardless of subject area specialty. Key Features: Extensive content in the areas of human rights, environmental citizenship, and Aboriginal issues Embedded Literacy Strategies and Skills Appendix to support student learning Accessible reading level and highly visual design engages reluctant readers
Teaching Civic Engagement Globally
Making Good Citizens
U.S. History
Principles of Government and Economics
Civics Today, Reading Essentials and Study Guide, Student Edition
What Makes Students Learn

Teaching Civic Engagement provides an exploration of key theoretical discussions, innovative ideas, and best practices in educating citizens in the 21st century. The book addresses theoretical debates over the place of civic engagement education in Political Science. It offers pedagogical examples in several sub-fields, including evidence of their effectiveness and models of appropriate
assessment. Written by political scientists from a range of institutions and subfields, Teaching Civic Engagement makes the case that civic and political engagement should be a central part of our mission as a discipline.
Spanish Edition. Reinforce critical concepts from the text and help students improve their reading-for-information skills with this essential resource, written 2-3 grade levels below the Student Edition
This book empowers teachers to support student activists. The authors examine arguments for promoting student activism, explore state and national curriculum standards, suggest activist projects, and report examples of student individual and group activism. By offering suggestions for engaging students as activists across the K-12 curriculum and by including the stories of student activists who
became lifetime activists, the book demonstrates how activism can serve to bolster democracy and be a component of rich, experiential learning. Including interviews with student and teacher activists, this volume highlights issues such as racial and immigrant justice, anti-gun violence, and climate change.
Citizens for a Democratic Society
(With Purchase of Print Student Edition)
Building Citizenship
Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics, & You, Student Edition
Supporting Civics Education with Student Activism
Civics and the Constitution

American Civics and Government provides the framework students need for a strong understanding of the government of the United States.
Building Citizenship: Civics & Economics engages students in principles that serve as the foundation of our government and economy while emphasizing real-life citizenship and personal financial literacy. This practical, interactive Civics and Economics curriculum includes a strong emphasis on critical thinking, project-based learning, document-based analysis and questions, and the development of close reading skills. Connect to
core civics and economics content with an accessible, student-friendly text aligned to the Understanding by Design® instructional approach
A civics program building the next generation of active Americans, Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics, and You meets the content standards for civics and government as outlined by the National Standards for Civics and Government. Many young citizens are completing their education with little or no sense of civic responsibility. This program teaches the knowledge and skills needed to be an effective, active citizen. It also
encourages an appreciation for the American political system and fosters a willingness to take part in American democracy. Two economics units provide an understanding of the interrelationship between democracy and the free enterprise system.
A Text Book for High Schools, Normal Schools, and Academies
The Virginia Experience
Building Citizenship: Civics and Economics, Reading Essentials and Study Guide, Student Workbook
Focus: Understanding Economics in Civics and Government
Civics Today; Citizenship, Economics, and You, Student Edition
Oregon Blue Book
The Complete Classroom Set, Print includes: 30 print Student Editions1 print Teacher Edition
The Basics of American Government is a collaborative effort among eight current and one former faculty members in the Departments of Political Science and Criminal Justice at University of North Georgia. The purpose of this book is to offer a no-frills, low-cost, yet comprehensive overview of the American political system for students taking introductory courses in American national
government. Furthermore, the work combines the best aspects of both a traditional textbook and a reader in that most chapters offer a piece of original scholarship as a case study to bolster or reinforce the material presented in the chapter. In addition, many chapters present a civic engagement-type exercise and discussion questions intended to challenge, engage, and foster student
participation in the political system. The authors undertook this project for several reasons, most notably the high costs of textbooks for students and the lack of college-level scholarship found in most American Government texts. This 375-page, peer-reviewed, edited book that combines traditional material with original scholarship will cost students $27.99, well below market standards. All of the
authors are experienced classroom instructors, subject matter experts, and published researchers in the field of American politics.
New Page 1 A COMPREHENSIVE CIVICS PROGRAM BUILDING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ACTIVE AMERICANS This inviting program delivers fully developed content; relevant, engaging features; and a fresh, student-friendly design that appeals to every student in your diverse classroom. To enhance your students' success in assessment, the content is carefully aligned with state and national
standards in Civics and Economics.Features Research-Based Reading Strategy - Exclusive! Reading and Study Skills Foldables--student-made three-dimensional graphic organizers--are a unique strategy that helps students read effectively and also can be used as assessment or study tools. Students of any ability can create Foldables, and as they work with these manipulatives, they are fully
involved in learning, studying, and reviewing important concepts. - Guide to Reading and point-of-use Reading Checks helps students read actively and understand content Motivating Learning Strategies - Exclusive! Features from TIME magazine include TIME Political Cartoons, TIME Teens in Action and TIME An Inside Look at..., which engage students and provide real-world reading practice. Exclusive! Issues to Debate presents two sides of an issue and involves students in discussion as it sharpens their problem-solving and critical-thinking skills. - Be An Active Citizen is embedded in every lesson and models active involvement in government. - Landmark Supreme Court Cases chronicle significant cases and show why they are important. Skills and Assessment - Skill Builder
lessons teach and apply skills used on assessments and in life; practice opportunities ensure student mastery. - Standardized Test Practiceallows students to become familiar with a variety of test formats and questions.
Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics, & You, Spanish Reading Essentials and Study Guide, Workbook
United States Government: Our Democracy, Student Edition
Reading Level 5-6
Building Citizenship: Civics and Economics, Spanish Reading Essentials and Study Guide, Student Workbook
Civics and Economics Teacher Material
Teaching Civic Engagement

This high-impact program offers students a strong introduction to government, citizenship, and the American economic and legal systems. An accessible narrative and compelling design work hand-in-hand with interactive technology, study guides, and activity-based resources to motivate students to actively participate in government. Expanded economics
coverage, research-based reading instruction, and new chapter assessment tools ensure content mastery for all students. Custom book written especially for Virginia Test preparation and AYP monitoring resources to get students ready for the SOLs Focus on 21st Century Skills to help your students prepare for success today and tomorrow Activities and
resources, like the Citizenship Activity Pack, designed to help students become engaged 21st Century citizens
Reading Essentials and Study Guide (English and Spanish): Reinforce critical concepts from the text and help students improve their reading-for-information skills with this essential resource, written 2-3 grade levels below the Student Edition
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).
Citizenship, Economics, & You
Civics in America
Civics Now
Civics Today
Civic Education
Active Reading Note-Taking Guide Workbook
A civics program building the next generation of active Americans Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics, and You meets the content standards for civics and government as outlined by the National Standards for Civics and Government. Many young citizens are completing their education with little or no sense of civic responsibility. This program teaches the knowledge
and skills needed to be an effective, active citizen. It also encourages an appreciation for the American political system and fosters a willingness to take part in American democracy. Two economics units provide an understanding of the interrelationship between democracy and the free enterprise system.
The United States is a model of freedom, democracy, and economic strength for the rest of the world. Our continued success as a world leader depends on whether citizens like you take an active part in our government and institutions. This Civics program helps you foster student civic responsibility with a balanced approach that focuses on the principles of
government, active citizenship, and responsible economic participation. Throughout Holt Civics in Practice, you will find special features that will help you understand more about your roles in your country and community. Many of these features were developed with our partners, the Center for Civic Education and the World Almanac Education Group. - Publisher.
Civics Today, Citizenship, Economics and You, StudentWorks Plus CD-ROM
American Civics and Government, Hardcover Student Edition with CD-ROM
Citizenship, Economics, and You, Student Presentation Builder CD-ROM, Windows/Macintosh
Education and Civil Society
Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics, & You, Active Reading Note-Taking Guide, Student Edition
Civics Today Interactive Student Edition CD-ROM
Sound democratic decisions rely on a citizenry with at least a partial mastery of the rules and workings of democratic government. American high schools, where students learn the basics of citizenship, thus ought to play a critical role in the success of democracy. Yet studies examining the impact of high school
government and civics courses on political knowledge over the past quarter-century have generally shown that these courses have little or no effect. In this important book, Richard G. Niemi and Jane Junn take a fresh look at what America's high school seniors know about government and politics and how they learn it.
The authors argue convincingly that secondary school civics courses do indeed enhance students' civic knowledge. This book is based on the most extensive assessment to date of civic knowledge among American youth--the 1988 National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) Civics Assessment. The authors develop and
test a theoretical model to explain the cognitive process by which students learn about politics and they conclude by suggesting specific changes in the style and emphasis of civics teaching.
Student performance sets the stage for learning. With American Democracy Now, students will perform better in American Government. Using a groundbreaking adaptive diagnostic tool to help students identify what they know and don’t know, American Democracy Now connects students to an individualized learning environment
that builds confidence in content knowledge. Better performance leads to better student engagement and ultimately the kind of classroom where students apply critical thinking. By individually guiding students through a learning plan and giving instructors assessment tools needed to ensure student understanding of
American Government, American Democracy Now replicates a one-on-one learning environment. With relevant interactivities for each of the concrete learning objectives, students are challenged to apply their knowledge of content by critically analyzing American Government. Learn, Engage, Apply...Perform
"Published by OpenStax College, American Government is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the single-semester American Government course. This title includes innovative features designed to enhance student learning, including Insider Perspective features and a Get Connected module that shows
students how they can get engaged in the political process. The book provides an important opportunity for students to learn the core concepts of American Government and understand how those concepts apply to their lives and the world around them. Our American Government textbook adheres to the scope and sequence of
introductory American government courses nationwide. We have endeavored to make the workings of American Government interesting and accessible to students while maintaining the conceptual coverage and rigor inherent in the subject at the college level. With this objective in mind, the content of this textbook has
been developed and arranged to provide a logical progression from the fundamental principles of institutional design at the founding, to avenues of political participation, to thorough coverage of the political structures that constitute American government. The book builds upon what students have already learned and
emphasizes connections between topics as well as between theory and applications. The goal of each section is to enable students not just to recognize concepts, but to work with them in ways that will be useful in later courses, future careers, and as engaged citizens. The organization and pedagogical features were
developed and vetted with feedback from American government instructors dedicated to the project."--BC Campus website.
Student Edition
American Democracy Now Texas Edition
An American View of Law, Liberty, & Government
American Government
Government Today
Civics and Citizenship

Reinforce critical concepts from the text and help students improve their reading-for-information skills with this essential resource, written 2-3 grade levels below the Student Edition
The Virginia Experience includes 49 colorful pages filled with history, places, people, trivia and more. The Table of Contents includes: Experience the History! I am the Great State of Virginia! In the Beginning Came a Colony! You Say You Want a Revolution? Of Human
Bondage: Slavery in Old Virginia A Fine Day for a Picnic, A Terrible Day to Die: Virginia the Civil War Virginia from Yesterday to the 21st Century Experience the Places! Gee Whiz! Virginia Geology & Geography Williamsburg Red, White & Blue! The Strong Sloping Shady
Shoulders of the Shenandoah Oysters, Pirates, and Sunken Ships!: On Virginia's Tidewater Trail Bricks and Bones: Archaeology in Virginia A Gazetteer of Unique Virginia Place Names Experience the People! "Those Whose Names Were Terrible!": Virginia Indians Job Bank: Early
Virginia Careers George, Tom & Those Other Guys with Bad Hair Days Virginia Women Claim Their Dominion! People on Parade: Virginians & Others Who Have Helped Make the State Great! Experience the Fun! The Sot Weed! Yes, Virginia, There Was a Colonial Christmas! Eat Your
Virginia Veggies: The Colonial Garden of Thomas Jefferson Supplies & Provisions: Virginia Stuff From the Past Did Someone Say Boo! Virginia Ghosts Virginia Hard-to-Believe-But-True! Trivia Virginia Glossary & Spelling Bee
This Course Guide provides an overview of all content and tools in the print and online resources. It also offers teachers resources for instructional planning and assessment.
CIVICS TODAY, CITIZENSHIP, ECONOMICS & YOU, ONLINE
Civics
The Basics of American Government
American Civics
From Student to Active Citizen
Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics & You, Online Student Edition, 1-year Subscription Per Student
Print Student Edition
This inviting program delivers fully developed content; relevant, engaging features; and a fresh, student-friendly design that appeals to every student in your diverse classroom. To enhance your students success in assessment, the content is carefully aligned with state and national standards in Civics and Economics. Features Research-Based Reading Strategy Exclusive! Reading
and Study Skills Foldables student-made three-dimensional graphic organizers are a unique strategy that helps students read effectively and also can be used as assessment or study tools. Students of any ability can create Foldables, and as they work with these manipulatives, they are fully involved in learning, studying, and reviewing important concepts. Guide to Reading and pointof-use Reading Checks helps students read actively and understand content Motivating Learning Strategies Exclusive! Features from TIME magazine include TIME Political Cartoons, TIME Teens in Action and TIME An Inside Look at , which engage students and provide real-world reading practice. Exclusive! Issues to Debate presents two sides of an issue and involves students in
discussion as it sharpens their problem-solving and critical-thinking skills. Be An Active Citizen is embedded in every lesson and models active involvement in government. Landmark Supreme Court Cases chronicle significant cases and show why they are important. Skills and Assessment Skill Builder lessons teach and apply skills used on assessments and in life; practice
opportunities ensure student mastery. Standardized Test Practice allows students to become familiar with a variety of test formats and questions.
divAmericans have reason to be concerned about the condition of American democracy at the start of the twenty-first century. Surveys show that civic participation has declined, cynicism about government has increased, and young people have a weak grasp of the principles that underlie our constitutional system. Crucial questions must be answered: How serious is the situation?
What role do schools play in shaping civic behavior? Are current education reform initiatives—such as multiculturalism and school choice—counterproductive? How can schools contribute toward reversing the trend? This volume brings together leading thinkers from a variety of disciplines to probe the relation between a healthy democracy and education. Their original and
provocative discussions cut across a range of important topics: the cultivation of democratic values, the formation of social capital in schools and communities, political conflict in a pluralist society, the place of religion in public life, the enduring problems of racial inequality. Gathering together the most current research and thinking on education and civil society, this is a book that
deserves the attention of everyone who cares about the quality and future of American democracy./DIV
Civics Today: Citizenship, Economics, & You, Reading Essentials and Note-Taking Guide Workbook
Civics in Practice
Building Citizenship: Civics and Economics, Student Edition
Maximize learning and minimize preparation time with lesson plans, activities, and assessment support based on the research of Jay McTighe, co-author of Understanding by Design.
Civics Today; Citizenship, Economics, and You, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill Education
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